Abstract-This paper considers the application for tracking of one mobile emitter using a sequence of frequency difference of arrival (FDOA) measurements obtained by single pair of receivers at a time. We suppose there is only one unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) as emitter without data link relation problems, such as disconnection of data link or false measurements. Each FDOA measurement defines a region of possible emitter locations around a unique hyperbola. These analysis leads to the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) for estimation of movements. Through the analysis we propose the manner for tracking through the error-ellipsoids acquired from each CRLB. Since the performance measure is the length of error ellipsoid axes, we compare the effects of various environments.
TDOA measurements [4] .
The FDOA and TDOA measurements are utilized jointly estimation from communication signals. Narrowband signals have better FDOA measurements; otherwise wideband signals have better TDOA measurements. Thus their combination has both advantages and these results are noticeable [5] . Estimating the location of an emitter from a combination of TDOA and FDOA measurements is a highly nonlinear problem. This measurement obtained by a number of sensors is used in an over-determined situation to estimate instantaneous position and velocity of the emitter [6] - [7] .
We consider a certain system in which we have many receivers, and these are not moving. On the other hand, the emitter is moving then we want to estimate the location of UAV with FDOA measurements. From many receivers, the diversity of FDOA increase then we obtain precise performance.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the theoretical backgrounds are introduced consequently. In each of backgrounds, we suggest the research method and key-point to analyze the performance. Section 3 discusses simulation parameters, experiments conditions, and results. In the end, we conclude this paper in section 4.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUNDS
A moving UAV on the atmosphere of the earth needs to be tracked by ground station (GS) on the certain surveillance. In this paper we assume certain flat ground and GSs are located in this ground. It is quite uncomplicated to consider the geometry without any geographical conditions. The signal model of Doppler and delay is divided into two parts: signal of transmitter and receiver. The analytic signals model of transmitter ( ) t s t and receiver 
A. Frequency Difference of Arrival
Most of moving emitters bring about the Doppler Effect due to their velocity. Relative movement between GS and UAVs shifts the signal received by the sensor in frequency domain. Assuming stationary GSs, the relative velocity of the UAV and the corresponding Doppler shift are given in each continuous time samples.
In this paper we assume that all network systems are pair-wise network. Fig. 1 depicts a many(GSs)-to-one(UAV) tracking model with FDOA. In the centralized network, there are one or some command centers which supervise whole data links. Due to signal-data in common, it passes through correlation effect that can be harmful for network service qualities. On the other hand, each measurement is acquired by pair of receiver instead of central command. All pairs of measurements are not equally good, however. We assume all GSs are apart from each neighbor pairs to preserve the fairness of Doppler shift measurements. The kinematic state of this network model of GSs, 
where ,
x y V V are velocity of UAV in x-axis and y-axis, respectively, and N denotes the integer number of measure-ments pair, which increase when there are measurements from many GSs collected over time. Therefore FDOA measurements of , i j th GS pair is
where 0 f is the frequency of transmitted signal and i R is the range between i th GS and the UAV. The time factor k of UAV state model is abbreviated for simplicity.
B. Measurement Error
Contained by sufficiently large time and bandwidth, received signal and noise processes product thoroughly enough signal-to-noise ratio. The joint FDOA measurements estimation is diagonal. In other words, FDOA estimates are approximately uncorrelated.
Some of FDOA estimators approach to the CRLB with approximated hypothesis of non-correlation between pairs of measurements error. In this paper we assume that these errors are additive Gaussian with zero-mean and be taken by uncorrelated property. Through the results of (6), we can obtain the 2N -dimensional measurement data vector as follows,
Each of these measurements has a mutually independent error with covariance C . Let i r is i th received measurement,
where ε denotes error vector with normal distribution of ( ) 
where k C denotes covariance of k th measurement. If we gather more FDOA pair than fixed number of pair 2N through many sample times, the size of k C can be larger. In this paper we utilize this extension to achieve proper lower bound performance. 
C. Cramér-Rao Lower Bound
CRLB is a well-known lower bound on the variance of any unbiased estimator. Sometimes there is an easier method to find the CRLB from alternate form [9] . It is defined by Fisher information matrix (FIM), which is denominator in CRLB; it is a measure of the expected goodness of the data for the purpose of making estimation.
Since we have a deterministic signal plus Gaussian noise, CRLB depends on not parameters of variability of covariance but those of mean. The CRLB matrix is, ( ) 
In this paper we consider only two-dimension, so four-dimensional CRLB from (10) is projected in two-dimension space.
Given CRLB form, we acquire error ellipsoids to observe the performance of lower bound. If we suppose that whole past estimations are perfect, we can assume the state of UAV in two-dimensional vector θ , [ ]
and define the equi-height contours such as ellipsoids ( )
where e P denotes the probability that the estimation points will lie inside the ellipse. Since it is important to measure the length of ellipsoid, we can get from Eigen-value-decomposition. In Fig. 2 , the eigenvectors denote the principle axes of ellipsoids and the eigenvalues denote the length of principle axes. Therefore we apply these factors for tracking when UAV have no information for itself.
III. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

A. Movement Model of UAVs
Above the earth, the UAVs go around certain course to fulfill official duties. In this paper we consider linear movements when UAV is affected by some other flight conditions: wind, rain, inexperienced control, etc. When we determine these conditions represented as zero mean white Gaussian vectors, the state model is
where A denotes state transition matrix of position and velocity, and η denotes the Gaussian error vector,
where , 
B. Simulation Environments
Here we consider some factors for simulation. The speed of UAV is set to about 120 km/h and direction of the speed is fixed although it has a little variation due to the error vector η . About geolocation of GSs, we consider 4 with equal distance from neighbor. Each of them has ( ) 
C. Simulation Results
In all results we obtained the length of ellipsoid axes. Since the number of axes of ellipsoids is two, we defined max R as one of maximum length of two. There are the observations for distribution of max R in Fig. 4 . The bound performance is better if the CDF exists in left direction. At first, if we gather more FDOA measurements over time interval, these performances of CDF gets better. Intuitively, it depends on the size of measurements data matrix, which contains uncorrelated measurements pair.
Furthermore the distance between GSs and UAV is the important parameter. max R does not change linearly with distance. It is not intuitive results as we can see the arrow of "Max 1deg error." By the degree made from GSs to ellipsoid axis, we can measure how large these CRLB relatively. If the emitter is near to GSs, these CRLB is decreasing more sharply than linear decreasing. We can calculate this relation through the tangent formation.
Since the relative distance between GSs and UAV highly affects to CRLB, the flight time of UAV is variable linearly with distance. The RMS value of FDOA measurements are calculated at the receiver per tracking interval, the variance of measurements noise is not fixed.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper presents analysis for estimation based on integrating data from FDOA measurements over time. These measurements are obtained at each tracking interval of the art. At this interval, CRLB represents the bound of UAV location with gathered measurements over time. From the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, an efficient method is proposed through the difference simulation experiments.
Simulation results have shown that proposed bound technique gives us degree of error by tangent function. When GSs use sharp beamforming, we can apply these factors directly. Moreover, from measurement fusion except for FDOA, can expect more precise estimation through the CRLB.
